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5.1 INTRODUCTION
The important characteristics of an amplifier are its voltage gain, input impedence, output
inlpedance and bandwidtl~.For a given amplifier these paratnoters are more or less
constant, Quite often, the values of these parameters are required to be changed, This could
be done in a number of ways, But the most powerful technique to do this is to introduce
feedback in the amplifier circuit. Feedback is defined as taking of a portion of the output of
a circuit and couplin&@rfeeding it back into the input. If the portion of the output that is
fed back is in phase wit11 respect to the input, then the feedback is termed as positive
feedback. With positive fecdback a dircuit can be made to generate m output with no
estemal input. In tlus unit we will use positive feedback in making oscillators.
Any circuit that generates an altenating voltage is called an oscillator, To gemrate ac
j7oltage,the circuit is supplied energy from a dc source, The oscillators have a variety of
applications. In some applicatio~lswe need voltages of low frequencies; in others of very
Iugh frequencies. For esanlple, to test the performance of a stereo amplifier, we need a
signal of variable frequency in the audio range,
Generation of lug11 hquencies is essential in all communication systenls. For example, in
radio and television broadci~sting,the transmitter wdiates the signal using a carrier of very
l~ighfrequency say fro111550 kHz to 22 MHz in radio broadcasting, and from 47 h4l-I~to
few GHz in 'I'V broadcasting. In radio and TV receivers too, thm is an oscillator circuit
~ M c genenltes
h
v e v Iugh frequincies,
Finally, in tlus unit you will learn about few circuits, that produce sinusoidal waveforms of
varying f~quc~lcies.
,
hl tl~cnest unit we will use ~ l l concept
e
of negative feedback to irnprovo voltage regulation.
0 b,iccthtcs

Aftcr going through Illis 111litYOU ~villbe able to
cspliiin diffcrcnt ly pcs of fccdback in amplifiers.

*

cspliiin tlie iid\~anttigcof n~giili\~c
fecdback,
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state the conditions under which a feedback amplifier works as an oscillator,
state the classification of oscillators,
e

explain the working of LC and RC oscillators.

5.2 CONCEPT OF FEEDBACK

I

,

,

Feedback simply means transferring a portion of the energy from the output of a device
back to its input. In other words, feedback is the process of taking a part of output signal
and feeding it back to the input circuit. Look at the block diagram shown inFig.5.1. Let A
be the gain of the amplifier when there is no feedback.
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Flg.5.1: Schemntlc dingrnm offeedback nmplifler.

A portion p Yo where p S' 1, is then applied back to the amplifier input. The actual input to
the amplifier thus consists of the sum of the signal voltage plus the feedback voltage
?= p V,. We call p as the feedback fraction ( = V'/V,).
So the total input voltage with feedback = = V, + P Vo

The output voltage with this input is Vo = (V, + P Vo)A
\

p Vo

ice.

V,=AVj+A

as

V0-ApVo=AV,

.

vo
A
Gain with feedback, Af = =fi 1-AP

AMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE
I

In Eq,(5.1) if P is negative, then the feedback signal is out of plnse wit11the applied signal,
In such a case, the net input voltage to tlu: amplifiers becomes the difference of the external
input voltbge and the feedback voltage. Since the net input to the anplifier is reduced tiq
output of the amplifier also decreases. In other words, the gain of the amplifier reduces
because of the feedback. Such a feedback is called negative or degenerative feedbaclz. By
, putting P as a negative quantity into Eq(5.1) you yill get the gain with negative feedback

I

l

as

Since you am dividing A by a positive quantity obviously Af<A. Thus negative
feedback reduces the gain of the amplifier,

,'

Before moving further solve the following SAQ to see for yourself how the gain is reduced,

1

SAQ 1

I

Calculate the galn of a negative-feedback amplifier with an internal gain, A =loo, and
feedback factor p =1/10,

I

I

i

111 the last

unit we have discussed the frequency respoilse of an amplifier. The difference

(fi-fi) is called the bandwidth (BTV) of t l ~ ean~plifier.For an amplifier the product of gain
BIT/. called gain baildwidtll product renlaiils the salle i s . .4 x BLV = constant. Since the
gain of the allplifier is decreased with negative feedback, to get the product.4fx BW same
as before, B W llas to increase. In other words, the bandwidth of the amplifier increases
with negative feedback. Fig.5.2 shows the frequency respoilse of the amplifier both with
without feedback.

'

In Eq. (5.2) you ciln see that if AP is very large conlphred to unity in tl~edenominator, then
1 can be neglected in cornparision with AB. So Eq. (5.2) reduces to

Since p does not depcnd upon the parameters of tl~eactive device that you have used in the
amplifier, such as a transistor, the gain with feedback, Af is alinost ii~dependeiltof the
actual gain A. On the other hand, '4 is dependent upon the transistor paranleters. Thus by
illtroducing negative feedback one can have the gain to be coi~~pletelj~
independei~tof
transistor parallcters. This is lulown as stabilization of anlplifier gain.
Likewise other effects of ilcgative fccdback are, reduction in distortion, reduction in noise,
nlodificatioil of the input aild outpul resistances of the atllplifier etc.
Thus, we have see11 tlmt Ule gain of an ainplificr is reduced when negative feedback is used.
However, tllc negative fcedback inlproves Ule perfomlance of the ainplliicr from so many
other points of view. The aclvailtages of negativc feedback ale listed as follows :
(i)

I[,increases tl~cb:uldwidth

(ii) It improves the stabilily of ainplifier gain
(iii) It reduces distortion
(iv) It increases tlic input iinpedence
(v)

It decreases tlle output inlpedence.

5.4 POSITIVE FEEDBACK AND OSCILLATIONS
When the feedback voltage is in plmse with the input signal, tllen it adds to tlre input
signal. In tlus case (3 is positive and the feedback is termed as positive or regenerative
feedback. You can obscnrc that whcn P is pasitivc, the gsrin with feedback is given by

Since A is divided oy a nuinber less 1 1 ~unity
1
Af r A. So positive feedback increases the
gain of an amplifier. This in turn reduces the bandwidth: because you knaw tlmt the
product (Gain x BIV) is constant.
v
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Pig.5.2: Frrquc~~cy
rcspo~~sc
of feed bnck n~npUficr,

,
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In Eq. (5.4) if2 P = 1, then Af.= CL111otlicr words you llavc ill1 aillplifier which gives an
odput without an input ! Such a circuit is callcd as an oscillator. You should not be under
tl~ciillprcssion that you arc getting an output powcr without any input power. The circuit
draws the powcr fro111tlic dc sl~pplyconnected to Ihe transistor, and converts it into ac
powcr. You arc not getting somctliing for notlung! So we call define an oscillator as that
circi~it,wliiclicolivcrls dc powcr into ac powcr. Fig.5.3 illustrates tllc diflerence between an
oscillator and iln amplifier.

SAQ 2
Fill your rcspollsc in tlic spacc givcn bclow :
(i)

Ncgalivc rccdback.......gain and.............bandwidth of an amplifier.

(ii)

If tlic fccdb;~ckfraction is 0.01. llic gain with feedback is.......

(iii) Ncgalivc feedback...........distortion and noise.
(iv) Anotllcr lialnc for ~icgativefeedback is..........
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Fig.5.3: Con~parlswbetweal an aii~plinerru~daa oscillator.

For a circuit to-work as an oscillator certain conditions have to be satisfied. They are as
follows:
1.

The feedback should be positive,

2. ,413 should be unity. This condition is known as BaTkhausen criterion of oscillation.

.

3.

lie circuit;nust amplify and the amplification should be sufficient to overcoirie the
losses in the circuit.

Tlic lldrd condition is to be satisfied in order to sustain oscillatibns otherwise you will get
the dainped oscillations as shown in Fig.5.4.

'I

.
Fig.5.4: Str~bilizednnd ilrnlpcd ~yavcfortns.

i

5.4.1 Classification of Oscillators
Oscillators are 'mdidy divided illto two types viz, siilusoidal and relaxation oscillators.
Sinusoidal oscillators produce colltinuously vaving siguals like sine waves. Whereas
relaxation oscilliltors produce non-sinusoidal signals like squat.: waves, triangular waves
etc. In tllis unit we will study about a few sizusoidal oscilliltors. L..pci~cli~ig.upoi~
1 1 0 ~.
oscillations are produced, sinusoidal oscillators are of the followiilg type :

42

(i) Tlllled circuit (LC' ) oscillators
(ii) R(.' oscillators.

5.4.2

Principle of Oscillation

and a capacitor colrllected in parallel form a tuned or tank circuit. In Fig.5.5a.
energy is introduced illlo this circuit by coimecting tlie capacitor to a dc voltage source.
The negative temlinal of the battev supplies electrons to the lower plate of the capacitor.
Because of tile a ~ ~ t I l l l ~ l a tofi 0electrons.
n
the capacitor gets charged and there is a voltage
across it. Wc say tliat cliergy is stored in Ule capacitor in the form of electric potcrltial
enerby. When the switch S is tilrowll to positioll 2, current starts flowing in tlie circuit.
TIIC ciipacitor now starts discharging through the inductor. Since the inductor llas tlie
propew of opposing any change in current, the current builds up slowly. Maxinlu~~i
current flows in the circuit wlieil the capacitor is hlly discharged. At this instant. tlic
energy of the system is zero, But the electron motion being greatest (maximum
current), the ~llagileticfield energy around the coil is nlasimum. Tlis condition is shown
in Fig.5.5b.
~ 1 inductor
1

Fig.S.5:D n l i ~ p c t oscillntio~l
l
in n i l LC circuit.
L

I

Once the capacitor is lillly discharged, the magnetic field begins to collapse, The back enf
ill the inductor kceps the currcilt flowing in the same direction. The capacitor starts
charging, but with opposite polarity tlus time, as dlokvn in Fig.5,Sc. As the clurge builds
UP across the capacitor, the current decreases and Ule nlagiletic field decreases. When the
lluglletic field energy drops to zero, the capacitor c l ~ r g e to
s tlie value it had in condition
(a). Once again all tlie energy is in the Tom1 of potential energy. The capacitor now begins
to disclnrgc again, This tilne current flows ,int l opposition
~
direction. Fig.5.5d shows thc
capacitor fully discharged. and also sl~owsmaxi~nuillcurrent flowing in the circuit. Again,
all the encrgy is in the nlagnetic licld. Tlle it~ter;clin~lge
or "oscillation" of energy between
L alld C is rcpcalcd again and again. Tliis siluation is si~ililarto an oscillati~lgpendulum, in
wluch the energy kccps 011 intcrchatlging between potential energy and kinetic energy. In
a praclical pendulun~,bcctiuse of the friction at the pivot and the air resistance, some energy

Eltdrpnic circuit8

I

i
II

is lost during each swing. The amplit"de of each half-cycle goes on decreasing. Ultimately,
the pendulum comes to rest, though it may like a long time. The oscillations of the
peildulum are said to be damped.

A practical LC circuit deviates from the ideal one. The indudtor coil will have some
resistance, and the dielectric material of t$e capacitor will have some resistance, a d the
dielectric material of the capacitor will have some leakage. Because of-t&ors,
some
energy loss takes place during each cycle of the os\cillation. As a result of this loss, the
amplitude of oscillation decreases continuously anh ultimately the oscillations die down.
Thus, we find that a tank circuit by itself is capable of producing o?cillations, but they are
damped as shown inFig.5.5e.
Frequency of Oscillations in an LC Circuit
In LC circuit, the constants of the system are the inductance and capacitance values. The
f~quencyof oscillation is the same as the resonant frequency of the tank circuit. It is given
by

Sustained Oscillations

The oscillations of a pendulum can be maintained at a constant leyel, if we supply
additional energy to it from time to time, to overcome the effect of the losses.
The oscillations of an LC circuit can also be maintained at a constant level in a similar way
For this, we have to supply a spurt of pulse of energy at the right time in each cycle. The
resulting "undamped oscillations" are called sustained oscillations, as shown in Fig.5.6.
Such sustained oscillations (or continuous waves) are generated by the electronic oscillator
circuits.

IQ.5.6: Sustained olrillntlon+

There are many varieties of LC-oscillator circuits. All of them have following t h e
features in common :
(i)

They must contain an active device (transistor or tube) that works as an amplifier.

(ii) There must be positive feedback in the amplifier.
(iii) The amouit of feedback mustbe sufficient to overcome the losses.

5.4.3

Pbsitive Feedback ~ m p l i f i e ras an Oscillator

The main application of positive feedback is in oscillato~s.An oscillator generates ac
output signal without any input ac signal. A part of the output is fed back to the input; and
this feedback signal is the only input to the internal amplifier.
To understand haw an oscillator produces an output signal without an external input signal,
let us consider Fig.5.7a. The voltage source v drives the input ternlinals YZ of the internal
amplifier (withvoltage gain A). The amplified signal A Vdrives the feedback network to
to the point X. If the phase shift due to
produce feedback voltage AP, Tllis voltage.>et~nls
the anlplifier and feedback network is coirect, the signal at point X will be exactlj in phase
withfhe signal driving the input ternlinals YZ of the tehninal amplifier.

~ l l action
e
of an oscillator is explained a little later. For the time being, assun@atvti
colulect points X and Y . a~sdreillove voltage source v. The feedback igmlnow drives the
input terminals YZ 6&anlplifier (see Fig.5.7b). I f A P M n unity, A b is less than
v,_and-theoutput signal will die out as sl~ow ' n ~ 6 7 c This
. happens because enough
voltage is not returned to the input-* e amplifier. On the other hand, ifAP is greater
unity, Apv is greater than v, and the output voltage builds up as shown in Fig.5.7d.
such oscillations are called growing oscillations. Finally, if Ap equals unity, no change
occurs in the outputl we get an output whose amplitude remains constant, as shown in
Fig.5.7e.

d
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Fig.5.7: Proper posltivc feedbackin an ampUfler makma It an oadlator,

To find the necessaty condition for the sustained oscilla'tions, refer to Eq. (5.4) for the
overall gain of the amplifier when the feedback is positive,

It can now be seen that ifAp = 1 Af= oo. The gain becoming infinity means that there is
output witliout atiy input. In other words, the aniplifier becoilles an oscillator, The
condition,

knowii as Barkhausen criterion of oscillation, is the necessary condition.

5.5 LC OSCILLATORS
LC oscillators or resonant-circuit oscillators are widely used for generating high
frequencies. With practical vdues of inductors and capacitors, it is possible to produce
frequencies as high as ~ O ' OMHz. The oscillators used in rf generators, radio and TV
receivers, high,-frequencyheating, etc, are LC oscillators. Such an oscillator has an
amplifier, an LC resonant circuit aiid a feedback arrangement. Thcre is a large variety of
LC-oscillator circuits. Here, we shall disct~ssonly a few important ones,
I

5.5.1 Tuned-collector Oscillator

'

Fig.5.8 sllows a basic ~ ~ - o s d i l t a tcircuit,
or
It is c~lledtuned-collector oscillator, because
the tuned circuit is colu~ectcdto the collector. We have used a transformer here. The
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primary of the transfanner and the capacitor fonn the tuned circuit (or tank cirpujt] which
decides the frequency of the oscillation. The secondary winding is connected tolthe base.
Since a phase difference of 180' is provided by the transistor amplifier, and ah additiolral
180' by the transformer, the type of feedback is positive. The transistor amplifier provides
sufficient gain for oscillator action to take place.

Ng,5.8:Tuned-collector oedllntor.

Resistors RI R2 and RE provide dc bias to the transistor. The capacitors CE and C2bypass
resistors RB and R2, respectively. It is for this reason,the resistors RE and R2 have no
effect on the ac operation of the circuit. The dc bias voltage set by the potential divider R1
and R2 is connected to the base through the low-resistance secondary winding of the
transformer. At the same time, the secondary of the transformer provides ac feedback
voltage. This voltage appears across the baseemitter junction, since the junction point of
Rl and R2 is at ac ground (due to bypass capacitor Cz ). Notice that if capacitor C2 was no1
conhected across resistor R2, the feedback voltage induced in the secondary of the
transformer would not be directly going to the input of the transistor; some of this voltage
will drop across R2,
The moment we switch on thb supply, the cunent starts building up. This induces a
v q i n g voltage in the secondary of the transformer. An amplified voltage again appears il
the tank circuit, which responds most to its resonant frequency. Because of the sufficient
gain provided by the transistor, and the proper amount of feedback in the correct phase, t l l ~
oscillations grow till a certain level is reached. Thus, sustained oscillatiops are obtained.
To obtain the expression of (i) frequency of oscillafion and (ii) condition of oecillation we
have to consider the equivalent circuit of tuned collector oscillator. Fig.5.9 shows the
equivalent circuit of this oscillator using CE hybrid model.
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Fig.5.9: Equivale~~t
circuit of tuned collector oscillator ueing CE I~ybddn~odel.

Here, the trallsfonner winding resistances have been neglected. It is also assumed that
h,, = 0.R is the resistance of the secondarq~reflected in the priil~ary

The feedback voltage Vfis given by
Vf=- i o MIL
The voltage Vz across the tuned circuit is given by

I 1,

Vz = - (R +jwLl).I~=--jw

CI

Hence for feedback network,

Multiplying any quantity by j is
equivalent to a rotation of + 90' = 'IC

(5.9)

Further

v, = Vf

(5.10)

2

radian. If a sinusoidnlly varying
quantity, such as voltage or current,
is multiplied by the operator the
angle variable is increased by 90'.

The applied peak e.m.f, across the
resistance and inductnnce in series is

The current I is given

I = hfo& +hoe V2
The multiplication of the potential
difference oLIo across inductance
by .j is due to the fact that it is 90'
(5.12 ahead of the current which is in
phase with the potential difference
across the resistance.

The transfer impedence ZTis given by

['.' from Eq,(5.8), Ic = IL (R +joL1)jwC1]

Similarly, the peak e.m.f. equation in
case of circuit containing resistance.
.'
and cnpacihlce in series is
I0
(5.1 3) Bo = la/?
- j -the factor is there

Also
I - vs
- hie

WC

because the potential difference -across capacitance is behind the
current by 90" which is hi phase with
the peak potentical difference across
the resistance.

Eq. (5.11) may be written as
vs = hfe . vs + hoe V2
-ZT
hie

Hence the gain of the amplifier is

For sustained oscillation, according to Barkhausen criterion - A
Heme from Eqs. (5.9) and (5.14) we get

Substituting the value of ZT from Eq.(5.12), we have

P must equal one.
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hoe
Multiplying by -on both sides, we have
j o Ci

1 - R - j o L 1 = (R +jwL1 ) hoe
hfe ex L C jo C1
hie CI . j o C ~

Equating the real parts in Eq.(5.15), we get
hfi M
---=R
hie C1

L1 hoe
+-,

c1

i

Eq. (5.16) gives the condition for sustained oscillation, Equating the imaginary part in Eq.
(5.15),

we get

-

where oz =

Eq.(5.17) gives the frequency of oscillation. Thus equation s h o w s h t the frequency of
oscillation exceeds the frequency of resonance of the tuned cirbuit,
,

5.5.2

Hartley Oscillator

The Hartley oscillator is one of the simplest types of oscillator circuits. In this circuit only
one coil is used, which is tapped such that a portion L1 of the coil is in
collector circuit,
while L2 is in the base circuit, The amplified energy in the collector s e c ~ n is
n fed back to

..~

u e base by means of inductive coupling and amount of coupling will depend upon the
number of turns in L1 and L2. Fig.5.10 shows a Hartley oscillator circuit.

AnRFC (mdio frequency choke) permits an easy flow of dc current. At the same time, it
offers very high impedence to high frequency currents. In other words, an RFC ideally
looks like a dc short and an ac open. The presence of the coupling capacitor C,in the
output circuit of the Hartley oscillator does not permit the dc currents to go to the tank
circuit. The radio-frequency energy developed across the RFC is capacitively coupled to
the tank circuit through the capacitor C,.
The frequency of oscillation can be calculated in a manner similar to the one described in
case of tuned collector oscillator. It is givenby

5.5.3 Colpitts Oscillator
The Colpitts oscillator in Fig.5.11 is a superb circuit. It is widely used in commercial
signal generators above 1 MHz. The oscilldtor is similar to the Hartley oscillator given in
Fig.5.10. The only difference is that the Colpitts oscillator uses a split-tank capacitor
instead of a split-tank inductor. TheRFC has the same function as in tlm Hartley oscillator.
The voltage developed across the capacitor C2 provides the =generative feedback required
for the sustained oscillations. The values of L, C1 and C2 determine the frequency of
oscillation. .The frequency of oscillation is given by

- where,

since C1and C2 are in series.

5.6 RC OSCILLATORS
Till now we have discussed only those oscillators which use an LC-tuned circuit. These
tuned circuit oscillators are good for generating high frequencies, But for low frequencies
(say, audio frequencies), the LC circuit becomes impracticable. RC oscillators are more
suihble. There are many types of RC oscillators, but following two are most important:
(i)

Phase-shift oscillator

(ii)

Wein '-ryc oscillator
--

-

- .

Basic Principles of RC Oscillators
We know that a single stage of an amplifier not only amplifies the input signal but also
sllifts its phase by 180". If we take a p~mto f f e output and feed it back to the input, a
negative feedback takes place. Tlle net output voltage then decreases. But for producing
oscillatioils we must have positive feedback (of sufficient amount). Positive feedback
occurs only when the feedback voltage is in phase with the original input signal. Tlus
condition can be achieved in two ways. We can take a part of the output of a single stage
unplifier (giving a phase shift of 180' ) and then pass it tluough a phase-shift network
giving an additional phase shift of 180". llms a total phase shift of 180" +180° = 360'
(which is equivalent to a phase shift of 0' ) occurs, as tlle signal passes through the
tunplifier and the phase-shift network. Tlus is the principal of a phase-shift oscjllator.
Another way of getting a phase shift of 360' is to use two stages of anlplifiers each
a phase shift of 180". A part of this output is fed back to the input through a feedback
network without producing any further phase sluft. This is the principle of a wein bridge
oscillator.

5.6.1 Phase-Shift Oscillator
Fig.5.12 shows a phase-shift oscillator.
As shown in the figure, the phase of the signal at the input gets reversed when it is
amplified by the aniplifier. The output of the anlplifier goes to a feedback network. The

Fig.5.12 : Plmsc-shift oscillator.

feedback network consists of three idehical RC sections. EachRC section provides a
phase shift of 60". Thus a total of 60' x 3 = 180' p l ~ s esldft is provided by the feedback
network. The output of this network is now in the same phase as the originally assumed
input to the amplifier, as s h o w n h figure. If the condition AP = 1 is satisfied, oscillations
will be maintained.
It may be shown by a straightforward (but a little conlplicated) analysis tllat the frecpeilcy
at which the RC netdo+ provides exactly 180' phase-shift is given by

This nlust then be the frequency of oscillation.

Ic

A transistor phase-shift oscillator uses tlme identical RC scctior~sin tllc feedback net\\~ork.
The values of tl~ecorllpoiiellts are R =I00 k and C1=O.O1 F. Calculalc lllc Crequcncy or
oscillation.
,-',

5.6.2

'

Wein Bridge Oscillator

The Wein bridge oscillator is a standard circuit for generating low frequencies in the range
of 10 Hz to about 1 MHz. It is used in all conlrnercial audio generators. Basically, this
oscillator consists of two stages of RCcoupled amplifier and a feedback network, The
block diagram of Fig.5.13 explains the principles of working of this oscillator.

Fig.5.13: Block dingrank of a bnsfc W e h bddge oscillator.

Here, the blocks A~ and A2 represent two amplifier stages. The output of the second stage
goes to the feedback network. The voltage across the parallel combination C2R2 is fed to
the input of the first stage. Tl~enet phase shift through the two amplifiers is zero.
Therefox, it is evident that for the oscillgtion to be maintained, the pllase shift through the
coupling network nust be zero. It can bd,shown that this condition occurs at a frequency
given by

.To have a gain we add some amount of negative feedback, The addition of negative
feedback modifies the circuit in Fig.5.13 to that shown in Fig.5.14. The same circuit is
redrawn as in Fig.5.15.
1

1

I

Fig.5.14: Circuit in Fig. 5.13 modlnCd to lnclutle negatlve feedback,

You may now see why llus circuit is called a bridge oscillator. In this circuit, the resistors'
R3 a~ld provide the desired negative feedback. The two blocks inFig.5.14 representing '
the two stages of the aillplifier are replaced by a single block ineg.5.15. '
Wc can llave a conlinuous variation of frequency in the oscillator by varying the two
capacitors C'I and fi siini~llaneously.These capacitors are vafiable air-gang capacitors.
Wc can change lhc frequency range of the oscillator by switching into the circuit different
\.:)I i~csof rcsisr orr I? a11dR2,
A

-

-

-

-
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Fig.S.15: Circuit,inFig. 5.14 is redrawn to show the presence of II "bridge" in Wein bridge oscillntor.

SAQ 4
The RC network of a Wein bridge oscillator consists of resistors and capacitors of values R 1
=Rz=220 K and C1=C2=250
pF. Calculate,thefrequency of Oscillations.

5.7 SUMMARY
(1) An amplifier in which a portion of the output voltage or current is fed back to the input
is called a feedback amplifier.

I

(2) If the feedback signal is in phase with the applied signal and aids it, positive or

regenerative feedback takes place.

,
I

(3) If the feedback signal is opposed to the applied signal (i.e, out of phase), negative or

degenerative feedback takes places.

,

-

I

(4) Gain increases with positive feedback, which may lead to oscillations.
(5) Negative feedback decreases the gain, and also distortion.

1

(6) An oscillator acts as energy converteiwhicl~changes direct current energy into

1

alternating current eliergy.
(7) ,Essential parts of an oscillator are (i) the frequency determining n/~twoik(ii) qource a f
dc energy and (iii) a feedback.circuit to provide positive feedback.

1

(8) Hartley oscillator uses a tapped coil'in the feedback circuit.
(9) Colpitt's oscillator uses a tapped capacitance network in the feedback circuit, It has .

better frequency stability than Hartley oscillator.
(10) A Wein bridge oscillator is an RC oscillator wllose frequency of oscillation can be
varied over a wide range.

,

5.8, TERMINAL QUESTIONS
.

1

-

(I) Gain of an amplifier without feedback is lo3. If the gain wiUl negative Feedback is
lo2, what is tile feedback ratio ?
(2) An amplifier withnegative feedback llas a voltage gain of 100. It is found Ulat milliout 1
feedback, an input signal of 50 nlV is required to produce a given output; whereits
i
with feedba~k,tile input signal must be 0.6V for the same output. Calculate tl~evalue
of A and fj.

\

/

(3) Wlmt is meant by stabilization of gain? How is it achieved with negative feedback ?
(4) ,What is meant by loop gain 7

(5) A Wien bridge oscillatop uses 10 k resistors and 4.70 nF; capacitors in its bridge
circuit. What is the frequency of oscillation 7

SAQ's

-

1. The gain of the feedback amplifier is given by

Here, A = 100; p =' 1/10 =O. 1. Hence

2. (i)

Decreases, Increases

(iii) Reduces

(iv) ~egene@tivefeedback.'
3, The frequency of oscillation of a phase-shift oscillator is given as
/

1

,

A=.'

Here,R 7100 k 40'; C = 0.01 p F e ~ o - ~ F .

4. For a Wein bridge oscillator, the fmquency of oscillation is given as

Here,R=220K=2,2x 1 0 ' ; ~ ~ 2 5 0 ~ ~ = ~2o,' 5' ~xF ,
Therefore,

1000
1+1000p=-=
10
100

Electronic Circuits

2. The gainAf of the feedback amplifier is 100. The input voltage required to produce the
same output voltage as for the amplifier without feedback. X 0 . G V. Thus, the output
will be

.

I/, = Af V, = 100 x 0.6 x = GOV

1f noheedback is employed, the required input to produce 60V output is 50 nlV =
O,O$V. Hence, the internal gain of the amplifier is

Now using Eq. 5.2, we have

3.

Making the gain independent device parameter is known as gain stabilization In the ;
1
1
limit Ap >>I, negative feedback reduces the gain to -, which is independent of device,).
parameters.

4.

a

The product A p is known as loop gain. The input signal is multiplied By A times in
passing through the amplifier of P times before it arrives at the input. Hence the name
loop gain

..

